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Supplementary material 

Instruction for replicating simulation experiments 

 

Simulation-based Estimation of the Spread of COVID-19 in Iran 

Navid Ghaffarzadegan (navidg@vt.edu) & Hazhir Rahmandad (hazhir@mit.edu)   

  

The data, simulation models, and instructions for replicating the results are provided below. 
 
The relevant supplementary material are provided through Open Science Framework website below: 
https://osf.io/v2d7q/?view_only=1a92d113520243b6985614a1ec17315c  
 
 
 
The instruction is for Vensim DSS 8.0.9. c64. 

1. Opening the file and simulating 

Open the file, CorirM1-V9.mdl, using Vensim DSS (The file can’t open through Vensim PLE; 

Vensim Model Reader would open the file but will not be able to replicate the analysis). The 

model has 4 different views: Infection dynamics, Policy inputs, Measures, and Likelihood 

estimation. You can go to different views using PgUp or PgDn on your keyboard. To simulate 

click on “simulate”. To examine the main structure, when in “infection dynamics view” use arrow 

keys which reveal hidden layers of structure.     

2. In order to replicate the results of section 3.1. of the paper: 

2.1 Calibrate the model with the first 15 days of data.  

2.1.1. Click on Simulation Control, Advanced, and enter the following input files:    

Data source: CoronaIranData15days.vdfx; Payoff Definition: PosissonError-

flows.vpd; Optimization Control: CorirM1-V8.voc  

2.1.2. Click on Optimize. After enough simulation runs, optimal parameter values should 

be estimated. The process may take in the order of 10 or more hours, especially if 

one starts very far from optimal parameter values.  

2.1.3. Check the distribution of the results, only keep runs with status 1 or 2, then find 

minimum payoff value, and in order to keep the 95% distributions around optimal 

payoff value, drop the outcomes that have payoff+4>Minimum payoff. Save the 

results as a tab-delimited file. The file will be an input to the next step. We have 

provided our tab-delimited file too (PartialDataCalibrate.txt).  

2.2. Run the model with optimal sets of parameter values.  

2.2.1. Set the final time in simulation around 80.  

2.2.2. Click on Simulation Control, Sensitivity, and enter the following input files:  
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Sensitivity Control: MCMC results.vsc; Sensitivity Save List: Outputs of 

sensitivity.lst.  

2.2.3. Take the outcome of the previous step (the tab-delimited file), and enter that file 

(or our file: PartialDataCalibrate.txt) as input to your sensitivity analysis: edit the file 

MCMC results.vsc, click on “file” and select the tab-delimited file. 

2.2.4. Click on Sensitivity, and the results for the variables “known cumulative cases of 

infection”, “known cumulative cases of recovered” and “known cumulative death” 

should be the same as the Figure.  

3. In order to replicate the results of section 3.2.: 

3.1 Calibrate the model with all data.  

3.1.1. Click on Simulation Control, Advanced, and enter the following input files:    

Data source: CoronaIranData.vdfx; Payoff Definition: PosissonError-flows.vpd; 

Optimization Control: CorirM1-V8.voc  

3.1.2. Click on Optimize. After enough simulation runs, optimal parameter values should 

be estimated. The process may take in the order of 10 or more hours, especially if 

one starts very far from optimal parameter values.  

3.1.3. Check the distribution of the results, only keep runs with status 1 or 2, then find 

minimum payoff value, and in order to keep the 95% distributions around optimal 

payoff value, drop the outcomes that have payoff+4>Minimum payoff. Save the 

results as a tab-delimited file. The file will be an input to the next step. We have 

provided our tab-delimited file too (FullDataCalibrate.txt).  

3.2. Run the model with optimal sets of parameter values.  

3.2.1. Set the final time in simulation around 80 or so.  

3.2.2. Click on Simulation Control, Sensitivity, and enter the following input files:  

Sensitivity Control: MCMC results.vsc; Sensitivity Save List: Outputs of 

sensitivity.lst.  

3.2.3. Take the outcome of the previous step (the tab-delimited file), and enter that file 

(or our file: FullDataCalibrate.txt) as input to your sensitivity analysis: edit the file 

MCMC results.vsc, click on “file” and select the tab-delimited file. 

3.2.4. Click on Sensitivity, and the results for the variable “Infected (I)” will give you panel 

a, you can read panel b and c values from variables “Cumulative cases of infection 

(IC)”, “Cumulative death (D)” and “Cumulative recovered (R).” For variables R and 

contact rate, click on “Estimated R0” and “Contact rate (C)” in the model.  Values of 

contact rate should be normalized.  

4. In order to replicate the results of section 3.3.: 

4.1. Run the model with optimal sets of parameter values.  

4.2.1. Set the final time in simulation around 182 or so.  
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4.2.2. Click on Simulation Control, Sensitivity, and enter the following input files:  

Sensitivity Control: MCMC results.vsc; Sensitivity Save List: Outputs of 

sensitivity.lst.  

4.2.3. Take the outcome of step 2.1 (the tab-delimited file of full-data calibration), and 

enter that file (or our file: FullDataCalibrate.txt) as input to your sensitivity analysis: 

edit the file MCMC results.vsc, click on “file” and select the tab-delimited file. Make 

sure in the model the paramters: “policy intensity”=0 and “seasonality effect 

magnitude”=0. 

4.2.4. For S1P1: Click on Sensitivity, and the results for the variable “Infected (I)”, 

“Cumulative cases of infection (IC)”, “Cumulative death (D)”, “Cumulative recovered 

(R)”, “R0 Estimation”, and “Contact rate (c)” in the model.  Values of contact rate 

should be normalized.  

4.2.5. For S1P2: Set “policy intensity”=0.5 and “seasonality effect magnitude”=0. And 

repeat 3.2.4. 

4.2.6. For S2P1: Set “policy intensity”=0 and “seasonality effect magnitude”=1. And 

repeat 3.2.4. 

4.2.7. For S2P2: Set “policy intensity”=0.5 and “seasonality effect magnitude”=1. And 

repeat 3.2.4. 

4.2.8. For S3P1: Set “policy intensity”=0 and “seasonality effect magnitude”=1.5. And 

repeat 3.2.4. 

4.2.9. For S3P2: Set “policy intensity”=0.5 and “seasonality effect magnitude”=1.5. And 

repeat 3.2.4. 

4.2.10. Plot mean values, and compare them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


